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ABSTRACT

Hill country towns of Sri Lanka have unique character on the nature of landscape, pattern of
development, urban form and its shape. Due to the nature of hilly landscape; Net buildable or

limited.for urban growth and functions 

Form and character of a hilly country is highly influenced or shaped by the landscape. It is
usable arearea

vital for Sri Lankan hill towns that the natural landscape is the strongest standing force 

preserve and expresses their uniqueness.

Most of the urban design principles and approaches deals with the urban context based on 2D 

plane built vertically into a 3D space. But hill towns are formed in 3D landscape. There is a 

need to study the form, function, and character of hill towns and their relationship within the 

force of undulated landscape. It raises the question that how such environment both built and 

natural can cooperate to preserve and harness the rich nature while providing the opportunity 

to urban functions.

Sri Lankan hill towns are livable and enjoyable due to the climate, rich natural vistas and 

landscape, water, sun shine, and breeze on elevate. Scenic Haputale town located around 

1430m elevation is examined in this study. This town has several issues due to its undulated 

terrain. Accessibility is limited due to the level changes by the form of contour. The town has 

curvy linear growth of dense built form and urban growth along main road and junctions due 

to commercial activities. Absence of regulation or urban development guideline is another 

important limitation to drive better urban form.

In the form of hill towns; the natural landscape plays the role of shaping the physical 
environment. Overall city shape, form, and assembly of the city elements and their physical 

properties are examined on human scale within the framework of hilly landscape.
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Chapter One: Introduction

1.1. Background of the study

Terrain cities or hill towns have identical character in terms of form, function and landscape 

where the cities are assembled on its environment including built and natural elements. Hilly 

landscape is the prominent character highlights these towns from other urban settings. There 

are few urban design principles and concepts available to address this townscape. These 

towns are environmentally rich, sensitive and fragile while having natural vista of natural 

landscape.

Based on 1:50 000 digital Survey map, Department of Survey Sri Lanka (2002); in Sri 

Lankan context 31.27% of the land from Central, Uva and Sabragamuwa province are formed 

in a hilly landscape. Where 0.377% of hilly land area is declared as urban areas include 

M.Cs, and U.Cs Scenic Haputale town located around 1430m elevation is examined in this 

study. This town is located within Uva province, Badulla district, under Haputale MC with 

3.2 km2 of land extent.

Doward (1990) states that “the physical environment, geology - always plays a role in 

shaping the built environment. The natural force that shaped high mountain landscape, and 

they have clearly influenced the form of mountain communities”. Even in Sri Lankan 

situation; natural force is the dominant factor decides the form of hill townships while in flat 
land most of the natural barriers are broken up to build cities. Pre-industrial world gave 

enough response to the nature in the assembly of cityscape. Carner (1979) states on his book 

‘The Italian Hill Towns’ about preindustrial mountain societies that “The vernacular 

architecture, whenever a single house or whole village uniqueness provide interaction 

between behavior, form and the natural environment” (Orman, Carner 1979). The modern 

movement from Industrial era the machine cities by Lynch (1984) on his book ‘Good City 

Form’ or Industrial cities; ‘The Grid as Generator’ (Martin 1960) states cities were built in 

the nature of man which highlights functionalism rather than response to the nature.

The potential contains in hilly landscape provide space for romantic places with comfort 

climate, environment, scenic beauty and diversified experiences. And such landscape sets 

limitations for city assembly. But any current approaches in the way of city building will 
demolish the richness of these scenic towns. Requirement of modern urban habitat and hilly
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townscape has conflicting scenarios. In this study overall city shape, form, and assembly of 

the city elements and their physical properties are examined on human scale within the 

framework of hilly landscape.

1.2. Problem statement

Today city builders or urban managers look for best location to assemble or grow cities 

where it can accommodate large amount of people, physical infrastructure, industries, 

commercial activities, housing and integration of those functions. For those purposes to 

accommodate such assembly; flat land with developable geological conditions provides 

maximum freedom like a white paper on a drawing board to sketch whatever choices.

Weather those urban areas are different on scale from cities to towns; most of the theories, 

principles and applications on planning or urban design deals with flat land. Theories related 

to urban design; new urbanism, smart growth, compact cities, place theory, linkage theory, 
figure ground theories, the book responsive environment, and the human dimension by Gehl 

(2010) on his book ‘Cities for People’; all are lacking in consideration of hilly landscape. 
Most of the theories look urban environment from a 2D flat form of the 3D cityscape. Hill 
towns are already assembled on 3D landscape. Only few writings point out the important of 

urban design approaches which could applicable for the design of towns on hilly landscape. 

‘The Italian Hill Towns’ by Carner (1979) extract the vernacular architecture practices by the 

community lives in hilly areas. ‘Design for Mountain Communities’ by Dorward (1990) 

provides analysis and methods which could be applied for context responsive urban design 

approaches to hilly towns.

Based on 1:50 000 digital Survey map, Department of Survey (2002) and statistic by 

Department of Census and statistic (2011); there are 31.27% of land and 27.02.% of Sri 
Lankan population lives in central hills of Sri Lanka. There is a lacking on Urban Design 

guidelines except common UDA guideline and NBRO guidelines. Especially the scenic town 

Haputale does not have any design framework or guidelines. Hill towns should be responsible 

to natural landscape in shaping the built environment. In this case planning or design theories 

won’t much expressive to mountain cities there should different approaches to design 

mountain cities. There is a clear need to study existing urban design approaches and theories 

tailored for hilly landscape with reference to those writings relevant to urban design of hilly 

towns which should be applicable for context responsive design of Sri Lankan hilly towns.
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1.3. Research question

Every city has its unique character. Hill towns have a typical character varying from the cities 

on flat terrain. The topography and natural landscape of hilly region play a major role on the 

form and character of hill towns. Potentials and issues of the form of those towns are bound 

with their context. Existing character of Sri Lankan hill towns are questionable in responsive 

design to its context. In this study the result of urban form of undulated terrain would be 

studied for Haputale upcountry environment and favorable urban design practices will be 

identified to address the issues driven from the character study.

1.4. Scope

This research will examine the character and possible design approaches responsive to a hill 
town. The relationship between urban form and hilly landscape (undulated terrain)will be 

examined. The unique landscape of Haputala town which highlights it from terrain cities will 
be considered. The character study will focus most of the elements of physical form rather 
than socio, cultural aspects. It will address the issues relevant to the character and form of a 

mountain city. Special potentials of a mountain context will be identified to guide urban form 

towards a context responsive design.

Objectives

■ To study the typical character of a mountain city based on the topography and 

landscape
■ To explore the unique character of selected Sri Lankan hill town

■ To develop a suitable design approach

1.5.

1.6. Expected outcomes
■ Findings of the character study
■ A design approach to put the mountain city into the context.

3



1.7. Methods and procedures

1 Research Formulation

1
2 Understand the terminology (Literature review)

I
3 Research design

I
Study the character of a mountain city ^ Favorable design 

approaches

I
Data collection (Both built and natural environment)

I
4 Analysis 4

I
Issues, potentials, special features, overall context, over all shape and form

I
Favorable design approaches and 
guidelines

I
5 Conclusion and recommendation

Figure1.1: Method and procedure

In the form of hill towns; the natural forces are playing the role of shaping the physical 
environment. This study goes through the framework of natural factors where undulated 

terrain and its hilly landscape is examined as primary force to determine the urban form and 

character. Overall city shape, form, and assembly of city elements and their physical 

properties will be examined on human scale within the framework of natural forces.

1.8. Limitations

This study has several limitations including the availability of data, accumulating background 

knowledge, conducting field studies and time framework.

Availability.of data: Data or information relevant to topography (especially contour), 

landscape and land use are having several limitations. The scale of secondary data is not 

detail enough, not frequently updated and difficult to access.
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Background knowledge: Most of the urban design theories, approaches, and principles are not 

detailed for a mountain context. There is a need to explore rare resources to accumulate 

knowledge relevant to mountain landscape.

Conducting Held study: There is a need to carryout wide range of field studies. It requires 

traveling long distances and making photographic survey, observation and site detailing.

Time framework: This research is limited to a short period of time. Formulation the 

theoretical framework, research formulation, data collection, field survey, analysis and draw 

conclusion needs much more effort to deal within a three month of time.
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Chapter Two: Theoretical Framework

There are enough urban design theories, principles and applications available to create, shape, 
guide and manage urban environment but designing a hilly town needs additional works and 

support to apply those theories into the ground because of its unique character and landscape. 

When compare with cities on flat land there are few number of empirical works or 
approaches has been taken to deal with hilly towns. ‘The Italian Hill Towns’ by Oramn and 

Camer (1979) and ‘Design for Mountain Communities’ by Dorward (1990) are two key 

references which explores design of hill town in multiple aspect. In addition to those key 

references a body of knowledge is required to study the morphological feature, city form and 

function, different kind of urban space, new approaches and tools to examine the context of a 

hill town.

2.1. Key References

2.1.1. Design for mountain communities

According to the author Dorward this book explores landscape and architecture design in 

mountain communities, illustrating how built form can be made compatible with their natural 

setting, respectful of their context and evocative of place. It is written that “deign delight 
people and best serves their need flows form a reverence for the beauty, ecology and the 

limitation of mountain environment”(Dorward, 1990). This book sets guidelines based on 

concepts of ecological common sense, human sensitivity and aesthetic quality to design a 

township in the mountain landscape.

:;r;
f f
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Figure 2.1: Design for Mountain Communities, Source: Dorward (1990)

The book shows the difference of hill town from others. It gives guidelines to respond to 
constrains of hilly environment. Provide list Indicators to look for evidence of potential 
natural hazards. There are tools to prepare environmental responsive designs and includes
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social and physiological factors which are requested on designing such locations. It shows 
how to orient built form with contemporary situations.

This book is divided into three parts. Part one explains about ‘attitudes, history and landscape 

and aesthetic’. Part two reviews the environmental factors that have application for design. 
Elevation, climate, mountain land form, mountain soil and vegetation are mentioned in detail 

to incorporate them to the design process, using natural factors as framework. Part three gives 

certain amount of applications focuses of the products of design, from entire community to 

building and site detail.

This book is prepared almost considering a hilly environment and it concerns only design but 

not planning. The approaches are based on the belief that design reverence for the beauty, 
ecology and limitation of the mountain environment and it could serve human needs. It is 

clear that the approaches are based on responsive environmental design which could 

human settlements. It provides enough guild lines to protect hilly landscape and facilitate 

urban function. It is a helpful reference will be applied in this study which can provide 

framework and can fill the gaps available on other urban design theories in working on hill 

towns.

serve

2.1.2. Italian Hill Towns

The Italian Hill Towns’ explores the integration of architecture, man and landscape in Italian 

Hill Towns. According to the author “those towns are having admirable fit between Italian 

life and the landscape evolved. The unique climate and beauty and the responsive vernacular 

architecture of the town is a solution to universal problem of modem movement” (Orman, 

Camer 1979). That explores the fundamental force shape the manmade world. It provides 

unique clear examples of the interaction between behavior, form and the natural environment.

IT/M IAN 
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Figure2.2: Italian Hill towns, Source: Carner (1979)
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The author compiles that vernacular form as ‘more precise and delicate balanced integration 

of culture environment and built form’ while today the movement as ‘the ways in which 

environment, culture and form interact are critical’. The statement ‘a cultural and temporal 

distance by diverging architecture of its day to day practical and representational life, 

heightens abstraction and aids in the direction perception of form’- clearly express how the 

form represent with social, cultural, physical and climate of a hill town in the structure of 

architecture without an architect.

The force and form, determinants of form and character of the vernacular architecture gives 

detail about the responsive form of Italian hill towns. Under the force and form; force 

the natural power, human needs, cultural demands that influence and shape the physical built 
environment. Determinants of‘form’ are the three groups of forces physical, social- cultural 

and physiological which are determine the built environment.

Even the book explores the vernacular architecture of Italian hill towns it compares the 

credits against modem fashion of city building. This is a valid document highlights the 

approaches which are response to human, nature, land form and climate where current 
approaches are lacking on those aspects. This writing is a helpful document which can be 

applied in modem theories to set them to the hilly context.

2.2. City form structure and shape of a hill town

A comprehensive study of the context of a hill town must understand the overall structure, 
form, function and the forces shapes it in a grand manner. In this study the form is defined by 

compiling three scholars documents; Making a Visual Survey (Spreirgegn, 2003), The Italian 

Hill Towns (Orman, Carver, 1979), Design for Mountain Communities (Dorward 1990).

Land form and nature: Martin states that “The form of this land and its features are the 

foremost determinants of a city’s form” (Spreirgegn, 2003). On his writing verification of 

topography is identified such as terrain- flat, gently rolling, hilly and mountainous with 

prominent feature of a landscape including cliffs, mountain peak, ranges of hills on the 

horizon, plateaus, rivers or lakes. The city is identified as a setting of nature. Nature, in this 

circumstance, becomes a foil of counter point to the urban surroundings. Landform and 

nature can be examined in three steps:

1- Determine the character of the surrounding landscape to which our urban form must 

respond esthetically and functionally.

mean
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2- Evacuate, the degree to which existing architecture and cities enhance nature

3- Decide what natural areas are to be left alone to act as complements to urban form

Sgsl -iUBjk
Topography.

Source: Article- nuking viiuJ^own and character. 
survey Clasdficatlon of native Ireer.

Figure 2.3: The land form and nature, Source: Spreirgegn (2003)

Shape: Identification of shape will help to understand the overall structure of a hill town. 

Every city has a general overall shape, there are several classifications. Table 2.1 shows 

different classification of city shapes by Spreirgegn (2003).

Table 2.1: Classification city shapes

DescriptionCity shape
A large circle with radial corridors of intense development emanating from theRadio centric
center.
The form is rectangular, which usually has two corridors of intense development
crossing at the center.
A star shape is a radio centric form with open spaces between the outreaching
corridors of development._______________ _____________________________
A ring shape is a city built around a large open space.
The linear shape is usually the result of natural topography which restricts growth or
the result of a transportation spine.
The branch form is a linear spine with connecting arms.

Rectilinear

Star

Ring
Linear

Branch
A vast urban area with little or no articulation.Sheet
The articulated sheet form is accented by one or more central clusters and several sub
clusters. _
The constellation is a series of nearly equal-size cities in close proximity.
The satellite is a constellation of cities around a main center.

Articulated
sheet
Constellation
Satellite
Source: (Spreirgegn, 2003)

mtAOtOteUTBtC Line** AGTICUATED
T

(OCTALlMeAfc
rcUSTCUATlt*]

ERAUCV4
Source: Article- nuking usual 
survey•SATCLUTt

5WECT
Figure 2.4: Classification of general overall city shape, Source: Spreirgegn (2003)

Size and density: Closely related to a city’s shape, size, a quantitative aspect which can be 

approached several ways. The extent of a city, number of inhabitants, the reaction between
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size and density and the distribution of people and the city’s urban massing are some of the 

parameters uses to measure size and density.

Source: Article-

m
Comrtr-frtiK and fciu/urm listnre. 
Yonkers, New Yuri. itucacbin/ffMf.Ttf K«rw*»n*f 

QmU’w+rtr, dmtmJ b
Figurel.S: Pattern grain and texture, Source: Spreirgegn (2003)

Pattern, grain and texture: Spreirgegn (2003) states that urban areas have distinct pattern 

usually these are seen in their block and street layout. Rectilinear block and street pattern, on 

rolling terrain, in outlying areas, curvilinear streets and blocks are some of the common 

patterns. Mixture of open space and built up space constitute another pattern. An urban 

pattern is the geometry, regular or irregular, formed by routes, open space and buildings.

Grain is the degree of fineness of coarseness in an urban area. Texture is the degree of 

mixture fine and coarse elements.

Urban space and open space: The space of a city range from the space of the street to the 

space of a park system and, ultimately, the vast space in which the entire city exists. 

Spreirgegn (2003) divides these into two generic types: formal or i urban space’ usually 

molded by buildings facades and the city’s floor and natural or ‘open space’ which represent 

nature brought into, and around the city.

Source: jgMeWWlumna masse,.
Figure 2.6: Urban space and open space, Source: Spreirgegn (2003)

The district of a city: Every city consists of a series of parts which we refer to as district of 
enclosure or perhaps as quarters, precincts of areas. Some are distinct, some overlap others, 
some are uniform, and some are very complex. Physical form and visible activities are two 
things to look for in discerning the various districts of a city. According to Spreirgegn (2003) 
district can search by its components, size, appearance, activity, threats, emergence and 
relation. (Paul D.Spreiregen 2003)

10
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Figure 2.7: District, Source: Spreirgegn (2003)

2.3. The context responsive design for mountains

There are two sets of elements from two scholars provides guidelines to examine the hill 

urban form within its context. The image of the city' by Lynch gives five set of elements. 

4Pathways, District, Edge, Landmarks, Node' (Lynch, 1960) to extract from the physical 

reality of a city. Those elements are helpful to understand the physical form of an urban area 

with the sense and perception of its users. Ian Bentley and a five scholar members prepared a 

document ‘responsive environments*. Permeability, variety, legibility, robustness. visual 

appropriateness, richness and personalization ’(Bentley et al, 1985) are seven aspects listed 

on that document. Which gives guidance to plan buildings and urban environment efficiently 

for given set of activities, how to keep the weather out, how to layout service and so forth.

Doxvard (1990) on her writing under the topic ‘driving community form from landscape*; 

point out seven components of community form. She translates those components into a 

mountain context with three congruence ecological congruence, topographical congruence 

and archetypal components of community form. Table 2.2 shows a list of those seven 

components identified by Doward (1990. p.203-205).

Table 2.2: Urban core formed by landscape

DescriptionUrban core 
elements

A stable community has recognizable boundaries, visually defined by tangible
edges such as roads, natural features, and greenbelts.
If there are boundaries, there must also be gateways. Defined points of entry to
the community that climax an approach sequence of sensory experience 
thereby articulate the transition from outside to inside.
Historical sites and buildings, monuments special natural features and views all
function as landmarks to orient people. When visible from a distance,
landmarks anchor the community in the landscape, give it an identity.________
Vehicles should limited to more provide outdoor spaces conducive to people- 
oriented activities.

Boundaries 
and edge:
Gate ways

Landmarks

Multi
layered
circulations

A viable community has a center. Like a magnet, its concentration of higher- 
density uses pulls people into contact with one another.
In well-designed communities, people are presented with a variety of ways to
sense

Core

Linkages 
with nature and participate in nature. Interpretive elements in public spaces call
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attention to natural values and process.
Ideal communities offer a variety of functional outdoor spaces: hard and sort, 
architectural and natural, linear and confined, large and small, boisterous and 
contemplative. Linked together, they are important to community form because 
they mark its visible character with a singular pattern and reinforce its 
connection with nature.

Public space

Source: Dorward (1990)

*»UHdnrirs Mnd Edifrs.

Source: Boo*. Cosign >Of
mount jilt communities1'f

Llukaiic!* with Nature.MtiltJlnvpred C.'lrculalton. Public Space*

Figure 2.8: Components of community form, Source: Dorward (1990)

It is not enough to corporate these components into a mountains physical plan; they must also 

be relevant to their context. When design takes cues from the mountain environment, they use 

natural form as the model for form and natural force as its rationales the following criteria 

may be used to evaluate them.

Ecological congruence: Ecological congruence refers to the appropriateness of urban form in 

terms of climate, natural hazards, and development suitability.

Topographical congruence: Topographical congruence refers to the extent to which 

topography has been allowed to influence the town's form.

1. The circulation framework required by anticipated densities and activities must be 

compatible with the terrain’s configuration and slope gradients.

2. Natural terrain boundaries should be used to help define reasonable physical limits for 

the community
3. The aggregation of building masses and forms should lake into account the shape and 

scale of natural land forms.

Landscape congruence: Landscape congruence refers to the extent to which the landscape's 

character in reflected in urban form

12



1. The urban development plan should require only minimal modification of terrain and 

natural watercourses.
2. Linkages with the natural landscape should be evident in the quality of edges, 

transitions, and open space.
3. Urban form should reflect sensory qualities in the natural landscape. Appropriate 

responses can be described in terms of compositional unity, textures, and landscape 

themes in the built environment.

(Dorward, 1990)

Potentials for design from the natural context of mountain settings

Doward (1990) list out number of guidelines and design potentials based on the sense and the 

emotions of mountain landscape. Those sensory perceptions can enhance and encourage 

response, to create places and sequences of experience that involve people in the landscape’s 

singular character.

^ Source: Amcl->

lakf ad\i>nf•
uf Nr«rU«<

»r nf I hr

Figure 2.9: Design potential of a mountain environment, Source: Dorward (1990)
"■iXJXlVKZX

1. Respect the landscape spiritual character

2. Counteract intimidate in scale
3. Take advantage of views and view lines
4. Respect visually sensitive scenery
5. Manipulate the observer's vertical position in the landscape
6. Recognize the importance of both movement through the landscape and sequences of 

experience and views

7. Attend to the foreground
8. Protect the continuity of the ground plane
9. Preserve natural water features and add more

10. Interpret lime, natural processes, and changes

11. Understand the visual impact of slope

13



12. Takeclues to structural forms the landform

13. Remember the change of seasons

14. Take advantage of the sense of hearing

15. Take advantage of the sense of touch 

(Dorward, 1990, p.47-51)

2.4. The Scale to the human and to the context

Scale is the important factor gives the frame to settle all elements, activities and functions to 

an urban context physically and to the dimension of human. Modern urban scholar Gehl 

(2010) on his book ‘Cities for People* under the ‘Human Dimension’ explains the sense and 

scale. Dorward (1990) on her book ‘Design for Mountain Communities’ lists out some 

guidelines to set them to a mountain environment. This ‘Scale to the human and to the 

context* compiles both together.

Human Scale

Human scale of a living or urban environment can be explored by different attributes. Gehl 

(2010) examines it by social field of vision: Distance, watching events, horizontal sensory 

apparatus, sense and taller buildings and perception of movement.

aJUrfpi* 8“
-v -TV

&■. •

i mfit .'•wf 1

SSlis
Figure 2.10: The Human Scale, Source: Gehl (2010)

Social Field of vision: One can see people 100m away, and if the distance is shortened, we 

can see a bit more. But the experience only becomes interesting and exiting at a distance of 

less than 10m, and preferably at even closer range where a person can see all his sense.

Table 2.3: Social field of vision

Identifiable elementsViewing
distance

Can identify people as human500- 300m
Movement and body language in broad outline~ 100m
Gender and age can be identified, hair color, body language
Facial expression (happy, sad, excited of angry)
vision being directed to the upper body > to the face > finally only to the part of the
bodv ________________ __

70-50m
22- 25m
Comes
closer

2010)Source: Gehl
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Watching Events: The ability to see people at distances up to 100m is reflected in the 

dimension of spectator space for watching sports and other events.

■ /00m distance- For sports and events

■ Experiencing emotion- theatres- Facial expression: 25m

■ City space- squares and plazas in old cities: 100m. area: less than 10,000m2

Horizontal sensory apparatus: Human sense of sight has developed to enable us to walk on a 

horizontal place. Man does not see much above and only slightly more when we look down 

in order to avoid obstacles in our path. In addition, we typically bow our heads 10 degree 

while we are walking.

Above the horizontal plane: 50 -55degree 

Down the horizontal plane: 70- 80 degree 

Typical bow of head is: 10 degree down

Sense and Taller Buildings: contact between buildings and street is possible from the lowest 

five floors. Contact with the city quickly dissipates above the fifth door, with the contact 

interface to views, clouds an airplane

■ Two lower stories- excellent to communicate

■ Third, fourth. and fifth floor- can communicate by shouting, arm movements and body 

language

■ Above fifth floor- detail cannot be seen

Perception and speed: when we walk we have time to see face and detail and it is still 

possible to see a fair amount of detail when we bicycle or run.

Walking- have time to see what happening in front of us speed: 5km/h, 60 -70 seconds take 

be fore face to face
Cycling- Speed I2km/lh also in good censor contact with surroundings and other peoples 

Car- Speed 60 km/h, chances of seeing and understanding are greatly diminished 

(Gehl, 2010)

Scale to the context:

Dorward (1990) provides set of guidelines to check the physical form of mountain urban 

setting with its environment.
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Buildings of modest size.in a mountain community building that avoid the monumental yield 

many benefits: they enable individuals to express their attachment to place, preserve the 

community’s fabric and spatial texture, and facilitate physical connections. Tolerate 

incremental change and infill, enhance diversity and cast small shadows.

Height-to- width relationship: in streets and public. Spaces, the relationship of the height of 

buildings walls to the horizontal extent of public spaces. Adjacent to them should be 

appropriate to both use and climate. If the spaces are loo wide, they will seem unenclosed and 

exposed. If they are too narrow and the enclosing walls are too tall, they will seem cold and 

confining, perhaps even menacing.

Connection with the natural context: views, vegetation and water features are means to effect 
transitions between the core and the core and the natural setting. Large building scale and 

high density can preclude this connection. That is the core must be porous enough to let 
something of natural landscape penetrate, both visually and physically. Porosity in the built 

environment is related to view oriented massing and moderation in building scale.
(Dorward, 1990)

2.5. Existing Regulations and Guidelines for Sri Lankan context.

UDA and NBRO are two legal bodies in Sri Lanka provide guidelines and regulation for 

building and construction of urban areas. The applicability of UDAs’ regulation is limited 

within the UDA declared areas. The guideline is common for any type of landscape. NBRO 

provide guidelines for construction in Disaster prone areas. Especially for hilly areas; 
guidelines are provided based on the slope and the stability of top soil and surface. This 

section of this study explores the applicability and limitation of those guideline and 

regulations from these two agencies.

UDA Regulation:

The ‘Planning and building regulation made easy' by UDA (2005) provides the summary of 

regulations under its relevant laws and acts. This regulation is divided into seven sets 

including: land subdivision and amalgamation, accessibility, parking and traffic control, plot 

usage, building category and heights, open space around the building, and regulations inside 

the building. Table 2.4 shows the sections explained on UDA regulation.
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Table 2.4: Sections of UDA guidelines

Sections of UPA guideline Explanation
Land subdivision 
amalgamation

amalgamation, plot size, road frontage, open spaceand

Accessibility access, turning circles, splaying of street corners
dimension of stales, width of aisles, access to parking.Parking and traffic control
gradient for ramps
plot coverage, floor area ratioPlot usage
building category, building heightsBuilding category and heights

Open space around the building rear space, side space
internal heights, natural light and ventilation, floor area and 
internal dimensions, stair case ___________

Regulations inside the building

Source: UDA (2005)

This regulation is applicable to any declared area of UDA while there is no special guideline 

to hilly areas. But hilly towns are totally different from the towns on flat terrain.

Guideline by NBRO and Relevant agencies:

NBRO, CHPB and UDA together (1999) prepared a guideline for construction in disaster 

prone areas. The part II of the book ‘guideline for hillside construction* provides set of 

guideline to hilly settings. There are three kinds of hill sides listed in the chapter: flat land, 

moderate land and steep slope.

Flat land: slope< 8% (About 5°) these slopes are gentle and no environmental hazards will be 

caused. Therefore this particular guideline is irrelevant.

Moderate land: slope 8- 60% (About 5° - 30°) constructions are allowed with very strict 

guidelines
Sleep slope: slope> 60% (About 30°) these slopes are not recommended for any construction. 

This land is to be preserved and reforested.

This guide book also provides a list of cause problems, environmental impacts associate with 

landslide, hints to live in hill side, early symptom of landslide, design and construction, etc.

This is a book with handful of tools to avoid disaster in construction it hill towns. But there 

must be an approach to consider the assembly of city elements as a whole.



Chapter Three: Methodology

3.1 Introduction

In the form of hill towns; the natural forces are playing the role of shaping the physical 

environment. This study goes through the framework of natural factors where undulated 

terrain and its hilly landscape is examined as primary force to determine the urban form and 

character. Overall city shape, form, and assembly of city elements and their physical 

properties are examined on human scale within the framework of natural forces. Following 

are the steps used to examine the study.

Research design

*
Data collection Favorable design approaches

I 1
Built EnvironmentNatural Elements and Environment

• Landscape /elevation
• Open space/ natural areas

City form, structure and shape 
Elements of built Environment 
Special elements of hill town 
Movement/ road network 
Land use and building use 
Urban core areas 
Photographic document

l
Analysis

I
1. Form and structure of the hill town
2. Compiling the natural forces with Elements of built form
3. Context analysis between built environment and terrain
4. Identification of special suitable approaches

I
Issues, potentials, special features, overall context, over all shape and form

I
Favorable design approaches and 
guidelines

I
Conclusion and recommendation

Figured A: The methodology
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■ Form and structure of selected hill town
■ Land form and nature
■ Form and shape of the town
■ Scale and density
■ Urban space and open spaces
■ Districts and Character areas

■ Context analysis between built environment and terrain
■ Overall urban form driven by the terrain features
■ Detail urban form shaped by landscape
■ Potential and constrains to develop a context response design

■ Applicable context responsive design approaches
■ Identification of special hill elements
■ Identification of context responsible design approaches

3.2 Method of analysis

3.2.1 Form and structure of selected hill town

Form and structure will be examined by detailing the following aspects.

Land form and nature: Under this section, landscape and natural elements are studied. 

Identified elements are used to determine the character of the surrounding landscape to which 

urban form must respond esthetically and functionally. Evacuate the degree to which existing 

architecture and cities enhance nature. Decide what natural areas are to be left alone to act as 

complements to urban form.

Form and shape of the town: Identification of shape will help to understand the overall 

structure of a hill town. Every city has a general overall shape, this urban form is found 

according to it context.

Scale and density: Shape, size, a quantitative aspect including the extent, the reaction 

between size and density and the city's urban massing are examined. Buildings of modest 
size, heighl-to- width relationship and connection with the natural context are examined with 

human scale.

Urban space and open spaces: 'Urban space' usually molded by buildings facades and the 

city’s floor and natural or 'open space' which represent nature brought into, and around the

city

19
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Districts and Character areas: Physical form and visible activities are two things to look for 
in discerning the various districts of a city. District is found by its components, size, 

appearance, activity and relation.

3.2.2 Context analysis between built environment and terrain

Context analysis between built environment and terrain arc analyzed bv following steps:
Topographical congruence and landscape congruence are examined between built 
environment and terrain features. Topographical congruence examine anticipated densities 

and activities and compatibilities with the terrain's configuration, slope gradients and the 

aggregation of building masses and forms within the scale of natural land forms. Landscape 

congruence refers to the extent to which the landscape’s character in reflected in urban form.

Overall urban form driven bv the terrain features: Net buildable land or usable land within
the urban content will be identified.

Potential and constraint* to develop a context response design: Potential and constrains of the 

overall site is examined by the combination of above all analysis. It includes the study of 

topography, quality of the space and size and scale.

3.2.3 Applicable context responsive design approaches

Identification of special hill elements: Special elements are identified based on the study 

conducted on the case study area. Those elements are the potential helps to bridge the gap 

between landscape limitation and urban requirements.

Identification of context responsible design approaches: These approaches are the possible

outcomes of the study.
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Chapter Four: Case Study Analysis

4.1 Introduction to the case study

The design is for Scenic Haputale town. Haputale is a hill town. It is declared as an urban 

area by Urban Development Authority. The town is located around 1430m elevation from 

mean sea level.

Figure 4.1: Arial view of Haputale town, Source: Author

■ Haputale town is formed along the hill
■ The town is a service center for tea plantation and Tourist Destination also
■ Town Centre emerged based on linear railway and curvilinear main road along the

hill
■ The site is surrounded with passive vistas and active sites
■ It experiences climate and seasonal changes (Even within a day)
■ Shape, size, linkages & form of the town is not in a regular geometric form
■ The town is formed with slope and level differences

It is a nondescript town with the main road descending into it from such a height that the 

arrival into the Main street is startling, especially from the front seat of a bus the street is 

there, but at the far end a steep drop into nothingness. Documentation of the town by 

Fernando states that “It appears to the ignorant visitor, that the bus will become airborne, at 

the end of the road” (Fernando, 1997). The Main Street has several trading shops, one from
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each occupation. The railway station sits above the road, and Dambatenne Road leads into the 

hills.

4.1.1 Location of the case study

Ml

Haputak MC

Study area

511 link

Tt.
UVA Province j

Figure 4.2: Location of the study area, Source: Author compiled, base map from NOAA, U.S Navy, 
NGA, GEBCO and Digital Globe Google.

Haputale town is located in the Uva Province, Badulla District, Hapulate DSD and within the 

Haputale Municipal council area.The study area includes 165,900m2 of extent while Haputale 

MC is 3.5 km2, Haputale DSD is 49km2(smallest DSD in this district), and Badulla district 

covers 2861km2.

This town is connected with other regions by A16- ‘Beragala- Halida’ highway. A16 

connects the town with Diyatalawa in north, Badulla through Bandarawela in North East and 

links to the A4- ‘Colombo- Batticloa’ highway in west. B 147 connects this town with 

Dambethanna in south east. The B 353 connects the town to Palugma through Boralande in 

east.

4.1.2 Settings

The study area is the central areas of Haputale town. This town is surrounded by a piece of 

forest reserve and the greenery of tea plantation. The core area of the town includes market, 

bus stand, shopping complex, UC, Playground and commercial areas. The setting is a special 

destination for tourists who are traveling through rain to observe the scenic beauty of the hill 

town. 1430m higher elevation with a limited flat land keeps the town center in an elevated 

ground to experience a wide range of views. Bandarawela, welimada, Diyatalawa, 

Dambethanna and Boragala are the towns or villages surrounds this town. Badulla, 

Bandarawella and Nuwaeliya are the major towns cover this service center in distances.
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4.1.3 Locating the site- Strategic context

This town is identified as a service center for tea estate. While it is being a service center it 

has tourism potential due to its location and scenic beauty. Haputale railway station connects 

this town from Colombo to its regional capitals. The railway starts from Colombo and ends 

on Badulla. Siripadaya peak (51km), Horton Plains National park (19km), Hakgala Natural 
reserve (24km) and Pidurutalagala (33km)are some nature enriched tourism sites. 

Sabragamuwuniversity (20km) and UVA Wellassa University (27km) are the closest 

universities to this town.

I

Figure 4.3: Settings of the Site, Source: Author compiled, Base map from Suvey Department of Sri 
Lanka.

4.1.4 Local context

The local context of the town is identified with commercial areas, supermarket and shopping 

complex, Urban Council area, Market, Railway station, Bus stand, Forest land, low income 

and mix residencies, tourism accommodation, playground, religious places and historic 

elements. The boundary of the study area is defined based on those land uses and 

topographical settings of the center area.
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Figure 4.4: Local context, Source: Author compiled, Base map from Suvey Department of Sri Lanka.

4.1.5 Historic evolution

Haputale was just a junction from somewhere to somewhere when first estates of coffee came 

around Haputale in early 19th century and tea estates end of 1860's. Abraham & Cebu 

company has been built at the main junction in Haputale by wood and. The same building can 

be found even now at the main junction of Colombo Road and Station Road. St. Andrews 

church, railway station and Adism Bungalow are some remains of historic events.

Table 4.1 shows the list of historic events. Historic evolution of the town has been prepared 

with a series of figure ground map, based on the findings. Figure 4.4 shows the growth 

pattern of the town throughout the history.

Table 4.1: Historic events and evolution

Historic events and evolutionYear of event 
happened

Abraham & Cebu company has been built at the main junction in Haputale by
wood and mud.

1860

St. Andrews Church and Cemetery has been built1875/1879
First train came to Haputale.1893
Tamil School KanistaVidyalayaThotulagala, 4 km east from Haputale on the1925
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Dabetenna Road
1928 Adisham Bungalow of Sir Henry Villiers
1929 Tamil/Singhalese School Haputale, Welimada (Temple) Road.
1930 Adisham Bungalow of Sir Henry Villiers.
1941 Mosque, Colombo main Road
1945 Urban Council opening has been garzetted. At that time a city area of just 3.5 km2

has been under the urban council.
Cooperative Union started in the colonial rooms of the Buona Vista Hotel.
Assembly of God, Pantycostal Church, Welimada Road.
A new town hall took place at the old Rest House in the Station Road
The new fair with stalls and huts has been built on a ground opposite the New Bus
Stand.

1970
1992
2001
2006

Figure 4.5: Historic elements and evolution- Figure ground map, Source: Author compiled, Base map 
from Suvey Department of Sri Lanka, Image from haputale.de



4.2 Form and structure of Haputale town 

4.2.1 Land form and nature

Natural areas and open spaces

The study area is surrounded by different open spaces. A small forest is remains still and a 

piece of forest is available within the study area boundary. The dominant land use of the 

surrounding is tea cultivation. The study area has a playground and a children play area. Most 
of the vacant land available within the area is steep slope lands. Those slope lands not only 

exclude buildings but also provide nice views and open space to the city.

Open Space and Natural
FeaturesFOREST

\

V STREAM / WATER FEATURE/ CANAL

PONO

mSTRUCTURES / BUILOINGS

TEA PLANTATION

Play Ground/ Children Park

Source: Compiled by Author 
Base map-Survev department 
of Sri Lanka, 1:5000 Town 
sheet (CAD), 1:5000 Town 
sheet (CAD)- Land use

o . cPoS

tW*>• ss>

Figure 4.6: Open spaces and natural features, Source: Author compiled, Base map from Suvey 
Department of Sri Lanka.

These open spaces and natural areas are potential elements to connect the study area 

efficiently. There is an abandon pond and the streams and canals are seasonal. This town does 

have any water feature to give additional quality to the settings. Figure 4.6 show the 

distribution of natural features on and around the study
not

area.
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Figure 4.7: Cross sections A to G, Source: Drawn by Author, Base map from Suvey Department of Sri Lanka.
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%n
The study area is located an undulated terrain. The core area of the town is 165,900m2 in extent, within 900m and 625m rectangular dimension. But all the building and urban structure are assembled 

varying up to 90m vertically. Figure 4.7 and 4.8 shows the detail cross section of the study area. Figure 4.9 shows 3d structure of the context.
on a terrain
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Figure 4.8: Cross sections J and I, Source: Drawn by Author, Base map from Suvey Department of Sri Lanka.
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Figure 4.9: 3D views of the site, Source: Author compiled, Base map from Suvey Department of Sri Lanka, Spot height from GPS.
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Character determined by landform and nature

While the town is surrounded with forest and natural!

top elevation
and; number of channels starts form thetown core. City remains 

mountain peak sets the ground for
on a

with visible setting. Curvy Linear form of
e built form. Number of higher elevations surrounded

scenery. Most of the vacant land is used for tea 
and generates econetnie activities, ^ de„ ^ ^ ^

particular landfom, provides shuming an*,. ^ ^ ofbug, ^ m!cn)

climate comfort. Figure 2.10 shows „ .ome collections of images which represents the
landform and natural context of the setting.

with lower landscape which creates vistas &

, ,

ia&r-r? »g£Msis t mi

Water body Forest cover

Climate - cloud

Figure 4.10: Sensitive setting of the landform and nature, Source: Author

4.2.2 Form and shape of the town

Undulated landform, curvy linear network of access, orientation of built form and urban 

massing, limited buildable land, natural elements, and different urban activities; all together

formed this urban context into a unique shape.

in north and south by the level differences andThe core area is divided into two parts 
infraslnicture. The nonhem pert includes market, urb.n council, railway station, pl.ygmuud

has bus stand, dense commercial areas and superand commercial areas. Southern part 
market. Railway track and main mad separates these two .teas by linear inftasuuctures,

While level difference between market and bus stand makes great separation between these 

two sections. Figure 4.11 shows the overa11 structure of the town.
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Source: Compiled by Author, Base map-S 
department of Sri Lanka, 1:5000 Town sheet (CAD)

Figure 4.11: Overall form and shape of the town, Source: Author compiled, Base map from Suvey 
Department of Sri Lanka.

urvev

Urban form by landform, layout of circulation, and distribution of densities

Overall shape of the town can be looked in through the land form, layout of circulation and 

distribution of densities. Figure 4.12 shows the orientation and grain of urban mass with the 

land form and circulation network. Higher density and clear pattern of orientation is seen 

closer to the core area. But public space like market, Church, and playground are free from 

construction.
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4.2.3 Scale and density

The overall urban footprint is located within 

due to the nature of the terrain and level diff,

railway station has enough space to function. Bus stand, shopping complex and other

commercial space has number of limitation like inadequate space for shops, parking, internal 

roads and limitation for vehicul

a walkable distance. While there are limitations

erence; some space like playground, market and

ar access due to steep slopes.

A- Figure ground Map

#

. i >

iSl'vi,
■ .

i

i
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B- Building Usage

*
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Globe, Google.
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B- Property Ownership
•v* ♦< Tfl

)

Figure 4.14: Land use and property ownership, Source: Author compiled, Base map from Suvey 
Department of Sri T anka, Aerial photo from SIO, NOAA, U.S Navy, NGA, GEBCO, Digital Globe, 
Google.

Land use and land ownership are two important factors determines the distribution of 

activities and functions. Figure 4.14 shows land use and property ownership. Most of the
located close to the core area and along the side of main road, 

located outside the core area. State ownership like urban council, Sri
commercial activities are 

Residential uses are
Lanka Railway and Forest Department within the study area provides additional framework 

to limit the demand driven urban densification by private commercial activities.
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\A- Building Height
%

*V•.
0 Mm

. ■ --J/:*

B- Building Condition

SCO57 S0 62 s }2S

Figure 4.15: Building height and condition, Source: Author compiled, Base map from Suvey 
Department of Sri Lanka, Aerial photo from SIO, NOAA, U.S Navy, NGA, GEBCO, Digital Globe, 
Google.

Buildings with higher number of floor are identified with the centre area. There is a trend for 

tourist accommodation and it causes the growth of high dense and high raise buildings in the 

southern part of the site. Most of the buildings found within the study area are permanent, 
the market building and some of the unauthorized commercial structures are semi-permanent 
or temporary. There is a need to improve the condition and appearance of most of the 

buildings. Figure 4.15 shows building height and condition as distributed on the ground.

But
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4.2.4 Urban space and open spaces

The space within the study area can be divided i 

space are the two categories 

urban context. This space also 

understand the activities and function

into several categories. Urban space and open 

separate the built environment and natural spaces within the 

be divided into public and private space. It will help tocan

s and their relationship within the urban spaces.

Distribution of urban space and open space

Available open space in and around the study area and the urban space and building foot print 

within the study area is shown on figure 4.16. There is a stretch of dense development from 

South West to North East is surrounded by tea plantation and forest reserve at comparable 

higher elevation. Available space on the core area is limited within the core area but the

playground, St. Andrews church, railway station and steep slope land around railway station 

and main road provides open space and helps to brought nature into, and around the study
area.

Open Space and Natural 
Features

iH
forest

V

V STREAM / WATER FEATURE/ CANAL

J PONO

££□STRUCTURES / BUILOINGS

TEA PLANTATION

Play Ground/ Children Park

Open land with slope

Source: Compiled by Author 
Base map-Survey department 
of Sri Lanka, 1: 5000 Town 
sheet (CAD), 1:5000 Town 
sheet (CAD)- Land use

rv i l_j
SO

Figure t. ,6: Urt»n ep.ee „»d open *»ee, S»» A»bo, compiled, B.ee map ta» S.vey 

Department of Sri Lanka. Pr4
TO

■A

-■-V J c:
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Social Space and activities

Social space is divided i ° tW°' ^ne *s based on the users (City dwellers and visitors) other 
is ase on the usages (Public, Semipublic, Private and Semiprivate space). Figure 4.16 

shows the arrangement of social space. Middle income or high income mixed development
area and low income (Tea estate workers) housing areas are identified as a private space for 

city dwellers. Office, admin/ government lands also identified as a space of city regular users 

(office s). This kind of spaces are comes under public spaces. A religious places, playground 

and children park also comes under public spaces. Commercial areas (market, main street,
vegetable market, and shopping complex (bus stand)) and transport hubs are most active 

space on this site. Those areas are identified as semipublic spaces. Transport hubs (Railway 

station and bus stand (attached with shopping complex)) are mostly used by city visitors 

(strangers). Residential or mixed development areas with tourist accommodation can be

new

defined as semiprivate spaces.

-SOCIAL SPACE
DWELLERS

PUBLIC SPACE 
SEMIPUBLIC SPACE 
PRIVATE SPACE 
SEMI PRIVATE SPACE

MIDDLE/ HIGH INCOMEc?
LOW INCOME/ ESTATE WORKERS ("p 
SERVICING OFFICE 

£p £pCOMMUTING 
VISITORS/STRANGERS

c?e?
UP1*?

CORE AREAC? C? VISIT,NG T0 SERVICE CENTER
(SHOPPING/ RECEIVE SERVICES)

tourist
-LOCAL
- FOREIGN

TRAVELLERS
PROJECT BOUNDARY J

/r-
5 ’/^ sN/ ^

- - tow mccji&f yO

m byAutnor,
nentofSri

Svh sheet (CAD),

Figure 4.17: Social Space, Source: Analyzed and drawn by Author, Base map from Suvey 

Department of Sri Lanka.
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4.2.5 Districts and Charactei* areas

The study area is identified iinto eleven different character areas. Playground and surrounding, 

commercial area,
market, St. Andrews church, Bus stand and shopping complex, 

space, railway station, police station, new vegetable market, civicadministrative or civic

space and mixed use are the identified
areas. Figure 4.18 shows those character areas, 

on of those areas in detail. Table 4.2 gives
Appendix “B” shows the photographic documented

the details of those areas.

^rfSTUDY AREA BOUNDARY

_______CANAL / WATER FEATURE

RAILWAY/ TRACK

CbPLAYGROUND
RAILWAY LAND

Cb CbRELIGIOUS RESIDENTIAL

CbCOMMERCIAL MIXED/ TOURIST ACCOMMODA
l§P ADMINISTRATION/ CIVIC/ GOVERNMENT

Source: Classified byAuthor Base map-
Survey department of Sri Lanka. 1:5000
Town sheet (CAD),

Figure 4.18: Character areas, Source: Classified by Author, Base map from Suvey Department of Sri 
Lanka.

Table 4.2: Character areas
Description about character areas-----------------------------------------------
The playground is located around 10m below the main road (1420m). The
playground is used for active recreational activities. The stadium and the area 
near to the market can be seen with people. This play ground has a nice view 
form main street (specially the bus stand area)--------------------------------
One of the most active space. This is a daily market. This market has two way

One is from the railway junction other is through playground. The
The entrance starts with a mix of

Character areas
1-Playground

2- Market
entrances. .
railway junction is the most active entrance.

like -r""11 q™Ir textile vendors> fruil sellers, wine store; then it goes withshops
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meat and fish shops finally the 
vendors.
This church is a historic el
potential viewing point.

vegetable market is there with large number of

ement. It is locate in a higher elevation and it is a
3- St Andrews
church
4- Bus stand7
shopping
complex

has 3rf3 fllnCtions Wlt^ active face in the front on Main Street. It
site is nnf h*- °n ° ®°“t“luous shops with 2 and 3 stories. The back space of the 
^noLaetive and it is attached witk ___________ ____

°^S. aCCT?f ma*n Sfree^are active and the shops behind the main streets
no ac ive. is shopping area also has ribbon development. The back street 

has development on slope
The civic space centered with Haputale Urban Council. There is a new
multipurpose building, and the Bank of Ceylon is located in this location. The 
street is the main entrance for the Railway station. The linkages with the market 
and railway station; activate this space with commercial activities also.
The railway station has large extend of land reserved/ used. But some of the lands
like petroleum corporation and goods shed areas are not utilized today. The 
station area has potentials to accommodate new activities.
Police station is located on the same elevation (1430m) like main commercial
area and railway station. But the level difference on its southern part provides 
clear views around the town area.________________ _____________
New vegetable market is located little away from the core area. This space has
enough space for parking and services. 
This civic space has forest department and Post office. Both are having old
buildings with rich architecture character. The road in-between those provide 
access to the forest reserve.

5a- Commercial
area

5b- Commercial
area

6-
A dm inistrati ve/ 
civic

7a- Railway
station

7b- Police station

8- New vegetable
market
9- Civic (post
office/forest 
department)

This land has development on a slope. The area has mix development. There is an 
old church (Assembly of God, Panty costal).
This area is a back yard of commercial areas. There is a children park. This land 
is also on slope.
This is also an area on slope having mixed development. The area near to main
road with shops needs to be improved. The land with abandon commercial area 
has to be utilized. The steep slope area on the bend of main road is a rich view 
point. _

10-Mixed

11a- Mixed 
residential
lib- Mixed 
residential
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4.3 Context analysis between built environm 

4.3.1 Topographical congruence

ent and terrain

Through topographical congroencc the extern of influence by lopognlph), 
urban structure is

on the formation of
examined. Most of the basic elements 

part examines the relationship between built environment and topography
are examined on section 4.2. This

in detail.

Circulation framework and anticipated activities

Urban activities and function are distributed over different districts and character 

access and connectivity helps to integrate all them together. Influence of topography can be 

clearly identified on circulation framework in this town.

areas. But

-LINKAGES AND C I R C U L AT I OtN<^

STUDY AREA BOUNDARY

c VIEWS

BS NODES

bil STEPS

PARKING

To WeJ

'j' Existing roads

Hbw.s'fm* 0 &adQstransporl
• j Active Sites

Source: Drawn by Author, Base map-
Sinvey department of Sri Lanka, 1:5000
Town sheet (CAD),

Figure 4.19: Linkages and circulation, Source: Drawn by Author, Base map from Suvey Department 
of Sri Lanka.
Due to the hill landscape there is no grid or regular geometric pattern of road network is

Railway station and bus stand are the two main transport nodesexists in this study area 
brings long and short distance traffic to this location. Railway track separates the town into
two. There is a clear separation of vehicular movement network and pedestrian movement.

There are three junctions were identified as important junctions.
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Vehicular movement: The road 

roads are taking many curves and turns.
twork is oriented to vehicles. Due to the slope; existing

Pedestrian movement• Pedestrian 

vehicular network.
movement has different network of access than the 

Steps are the shortcuts for pedestrian to navigate through hilly landscape.

Figure 4.18 shows the circulation 

Appendix “B” shows available bus routes and railway time table.

Natural terrain boundary and physical limits

In this study area there is a miss match between built form and natural physical limits due to 

the imbalance on land supply and demand. Ownership of land, demand for development, 

requirement for different urban activities and enforcement of laws and regulation are playing 

in between topography and built environment both favorably and unfavorably.

network including parking, steps, roads and railway.

.#
V

4? ■
%

Development on slope land 
(Development on flat land 
iPubllc places 
Flat land/ High ground 
Slope land/ Low ground

%

Ss,\
V.A

ifi• *
• r £

Sourct:
Compiled by Author, 1:10000 
(Digital) Topocraphie sbeet.- 
Contoui 1 5000 Town sbeet 
(CAD)

&
\

iz
k. * **

!• A
j

dSn^nland terrain boundary, Source: Author compiled, Base map from 

Suvey Department of Sri Lanka.

State own land preserve adequate
Playground, market, railway station aie some

, , _nt within that congested urban core. Commercial areaspreservation of large land extent within b

including privately owned and public

enough space in scale and extent for intended activities.
of such lands own by government have

land parcels are getting more and more congestedown
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day by day. Limitation of land and potential d 

land where topographical limitatio

Steep slope within the core area not only eliminate construction but also separate land parcels

foi access by the level different. Steep slope, state land ownership and Railway track and

main road are the three elements sets physical limitation and separation within the 

topography of this town.

emand for such activities show growth on slope
ns are eliminated.

Aggregation of building mass and shape of natural landforms

The vertical variation of the study area is varies about 90m in range. The terrain 

dimensional platform for the town to assemble buildings and massing. This undulated form 

and slope of terrain makes limitation for construction while it provides opportunities for 
functioning of vertical development.

is itself a 3

1g FOREST

V STREAM / WATER FEATURE/ CANAL

£ POND

Public places
TEA PLANTATION Flat land/ High ground

Source:
Compiled by Author. 1 IOOOO
(Digital) Topographic sbeet,-
Coniourl 5000 Town sheet
(CAD),

. Built form and n.tur.l land form. Source: Author compiled, Base m.p from S.-ey

Storied buildings loo.led on slope beriyeen 1*0 mods in different levels have mem than one

ground floor in differed, level, 1.m— °f ' b“Mo8 °f

one level by the advance of tenain variations.

Figure 4.21:
Department of Sri Lanka.

can be experiences as
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The grain and texture of the area is
Commercial building along main 

is eliminated. Public buildings 

buildings are in fine grains. Orientation

trying in from fine to coarse and uniform to complex, 
linearly aligned without space between. Back 

are in coarse grain with uniform
space

texture and commercial 
can be seen according to the terrain formation and

circulation network.

4.3.2 Landscape congruence

»m,opmen, and mod,flea,ion afar i,mmnllon af,mara„er,ain

Deveiopmen, can be seen bo.h on fla, land and slope land Wgher ^

ground. Tbe urban core is located on the higher ground where much of the flat land is found 

around the study area.

SS3 Development on slop/ low land

US! Development on flat/ higher land
Public places
Flat/ high ground

&
s'

k s-v+ <7

* '■

■-V/ *+ Source: Compiled by Author, Base map- 
department of Sri Lanka.

' Tbwn sheet (CAD): 1:10 000 (Digital)
1:5000

Topographic sheet- Contour

Figure 4.22: Natural terrain and development, Source: Author compiled, Base map from Suvey 
Department of Sri Lanka.
This scenic town has tourism potential and attracts more people by its urban sendees. It

area has mixdemand driven growth around the center. Southern part of the study
accommodation. This part has high income dense housing

generates

residencies with tourism 

development. This piece of land is a slope land.

the higher ground within flat land. Figure 4.22 

flat and slope land. Accelerated development on slope
Most of the public buildings are located on 

shows development intervention on
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land is being identified as. A eaking point of natural landscape. The potential for such
growth » doe to the nch Escape and scenic views. Bn, development of such dense wi„ 

lose such potential and purpose.

AmChment WUh natUfal hndSCaPe "« *» quality of edges, transitions and open spaces

The richness and uniqueness of the place is identified by views and vistas of scenery 

developed through the landscape of mountain terrain. Openings and views provides extended 

space within the limited land. But most of the built form and development 

avoiding those gifted qualities. Figure 4.22 shows existing views and opening with available 

built form and landscape.

are found with

am by Author, 
QentofSri 

own sheet (CAD), 1: 
lfiOOO (Disifal) Topographic sheet- 

,, Contour^,.—^

Figure 4.23: Quality of edge- extended space by views, Source: Analyzed and drawn bu Author, Base 

map from Suvey Department of Sri Lanka.
St. Andrews chtnch and police station are located on a higher elevation having Ml se, of 

views all most aronnd 360 degree. Pl.ygtound and madte. has views on nonhem pm of the,, 
boundaries. Bu. diese views can be clearly seen torn the bus shrnd. Bus stand has ve^t 
limited space while the views make the feeling of relief and extension of space on the

perception of the users.

Ribbon development of shops along the 

of those views and the qualities of those 

harnessed to increase the richness o

in road and other streets make complete absence 

structures are very poor in this context. It could be

f built environment.

ma
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Quality of built environment i 
views and scenery

mS °fun*ty> textures, landscape and whole orientation to

The built environment of this town has its 

form the built environment is
own way and structure. But the character driven 

difficult experience within the existing

structure, texture and color makes this urban
condition. There are

number historic element, land marks, identical

built elements. Figure 4.24 shows identified landmarks of the town.

-LANDMARKS AND NODES -

1TUOV MIA tOV«3Mv

Main road (ROA]□ UWUMIl C-lO PS Road

Concrete roadEl mw

• ?Ud

G IHCU4 WWI

Source: A>:ah:ida)iddrcr«iiorAuOnr,
Survey department of Sri Lanka, 1: 5000
(CAD)

Figure 4.24: Landmarks, Source: Images and drawing by Author, Base map from Suvey Department 
of Sri Lanka.
The St. Andrews church, Adisham bungalow (outside the study area), Railway station, Post

the historic elements with character, identity andoffice, Forest department building 

responsive texture
building, old ribbon shopping are having some kind of texture and color in common bu, no. 

sets with the context. Figure 4.25 shows some uniform built elements.

are
and material to the natural context. Supermarket, UC and Multipurpose
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Old buildings- m"* —^ ' ^*1§= <
atenal. landscape, facades, boundary wall, colo 
■ !*f KHj

_4

or: much with environment

■ ’S?
I p. ~~ &

L
Modern building with claddings, plane facades, contrasting color: need to considered

Middle age buildings or new building with uniform character merges with environment/ scenery

Figure 4.25: Built form and character, Source: Author

The town is sitting on and around mountain range with exotic views and scenery of 

landscape. This site is a romantic spot with variation of climate, scenery, natural texture and 

greenery except the built environment. It could be said that there is a need to make a 

responsive urban design to explore the potential of this context.

4.3.3 Overall urban form driven by the terrain features

Within the ruling of rich natural force; the scenic Haputale town emerged as a hill town. 

There is much more potential need to be utilized and much more response need to be given to 

environment. The massing, texture, material orientation, densification.that amazing
distribution of activities and circulation of access are been found as developed against the

force of nature.

Most of the practices on todays accelerated development can be found in this place too. But
flat land not need to be applied here. There is a missed match found

concern is
the approaches used on 

between the terrain features 

given to that potential terrain feature, 
overall to detail has been influenced by the landscape of undulated terrain.

and built environment through the study. Even less
the character, form and structure of the town from

, orientation of built form in an organic shape, and
fomi. While the town is 

can be

Irregular geometry, absence of grid pattern 

nonlinear pattern of access shows 

developed against the force of natura 

seen clearly. Figure 4.26 shows the overa

the terrain driven patter of urban
1 settings; still the richness of the environment 

11 form driven by the terrain feature.
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HILLSIDE
HOMES

Jti

^ SouroA Conceptualized by 
' Author, Base sup-Smvey

■VIEW TO department of Sri Lanka, 1:5000
Town sheet (CAD), 1:10 000
(Digital) Topographic sheet-
:ontour

Figure 4.26: Overall urban form driven by the terrain feature, Source: Conceptualized by Author, 
Base map from Suvey Department of Sri Lanka.

4.3.4 Potential and constrains to develop a context response design

of the overall site is examined by the combination of above allPotential and constrains 
analysis. It includes the study of topography, quality of the space and size and scale response

to the terrain context.

Topography

Sensitive settings
sitting on most visible higher elevation 

limate comfort, built up on higher elevation eliminates
of forest reserve,Opportunities: Having a piece

with micro chaving vistas & scenery 

flooding to the city 

Constrains: Clearance of foiest for tea

sensitive areas, 

response to the nature

loss of nature, growing settlements- entering into 

risk of land slide, limited land for development, less 

limitation for movement (vertically and horizontal)
development on slope- 

environment
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Qjjj-ihution of densities and layout nf /-,-FV,rf^|l.| | 

Opportunities: Even the land is 

‘165,900m2’ of land, town center has faciliti

ILnetwork 

townlimited; ce"ter has multiple functions within 

n movement (steps, 
an one ground level

Illey ways), buildings are oriented, developed to ad^'h 

Constrains: Access is not straight - need long and vertical 

topographic limitation- difficult to gain the benefits, 

merged, geometry of grid fails to deal,

movement, density is due to 

compatible uses or functions are not 
curvy and complex routes reduce the eligibility
* jfiBj Topography: Distribution 0f denV

sities. and layout of circulation networks,

Shoppy*, B,

M *" ** ' (CAD)

/

*»«

\ w ■ «JT

1
\ * %

> •!' :

UC admin-public buildings City core center Market

Figure 4.27: Distribution of densities and layout of circulation, Source: Images and compiled by 
Author, Base map from Suvey Department of Sri Lanka.

Visual advantage utilized by slope
Opportunities: Slope give passive (vistas) live for active sites, level difference extents the 

visual range, the gap between two building brings the scenic beauty into foreground, tone/ 
texture of building in foreground and the scenery of nature on background gives best blend

of view, slope and level change multiply the appearance of built form
sky line is not utilized, commercial, residential building senes on an

are not visually
Constrains: In common 

edge/ slope- remains as a 

appropriate to the view on a slope,

wall to block scenic vistas, roof style and form
not advanced bydetailing/ texture of facades are

background vistas
are utilized for max,mum visual advantage,Topography: Slopes they

^^^^^^^TlewfotmSl.AndrewChMrch Vies from Shopping complex
V,,„ tarn —

I ."BiMHBi ■j®*™"!E!po!!cesT View form a resort. mm*
__\ v uiv

\

rS Acom

kVO

j; Ktslifcx
r/cAD) r

i \
Mu

m by buildingst»ip/*V«'"e
Limited view Of ban
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figure 4.28: Visual advantage utilized by si 
from Suvey Department of Sri Lanka. °Pe, Source: Images and compiled by Author, Base map

fjjfJJatter areas and density nfi,

Opportunities: Vegetable market, playground, 

good vehicular access, public spaces and shorminng . , • t t . . u Sh°PPmg are on most flat and higher elevated
places, mainly integrated with main road/ railway station

Constrains: Concentrated development on flat land

limited flat lands are divided among potential

shopping complex are in flatter areas with

extend development to its edge (slope), 
activities- the scale is missing, dense

development on the slope on higher elevation- hide the vistas on the surroundings
\ __ 5 T i- w

_12• * ul" - Topography:n«w«i,«w,~T_
Development on slop/ tow land 
Development on flat/ higher land 
Public places 
Flat/ high ground

,• ji'a0S

* J^^^^'jSourcejC&nf^fd  by Author, Base map-Sunw
' dcpartwjfcl^&ri Lanka, 1:5000 Towi sheet (CAD), 1:10 

i » ■ 000 (Digital)Topographic sheet- Contour

/ Playground Market Shopping complex & bus standr Aj \
s

r

ferr.-JSS Railway New vegetable market

Figure 4.29: Flatter areas and density of usages, Source: Images and compiled by Author, Base map 
from Suvey Department of Sri Lanka.

Quality of the built environment

Simplicity of built form
Opportunities: Character buildings are found, old building remains suitable to the natural

steps, curvy path, width and scale of routes, level changesenvironment, special elements -

gives identity to hill town 
Contains: Not in , unite, character, sky line is vtuying, fine grab but not uneven texture,
dominating to the nature assets, color and texture »»<sets to be scenes ***** -»

structures
sgu.

}

II. color: much with environment

‘rriix jaa A
buildinewMiddle .«obuildincs or new

. Source: Author
Fi8ure 4.30: Simplicity of built form 47



gjchjiP™ °f detail

Opportunities: Old buildings has fa9ades, color roof • ,

Constrains: Modem buildings has contrasting colors- 

plane facades- glass, claddings- no detail, multi-story 

(wins the environment) but poor for close-up
Aesthetic quality: Richness of detail,

separating them from environment, 

mega structures- in distance dominating

Old building

ttiiisiiiii
New buildings

New and middle age buildings

Figure 4.31: Richness in detail, Source: Author 

Unity of the whole
mix residential area, housing, railway station,Opportunities: There are character areas - 

shopping complex, nature and topography- unique/ identity to Haputale, built form/ layout-

linear, responding built form to the contour, slope, level change
Quorate; Skyline, architecture, color and texture are not uniform, separation between built 

envitonmen, and natum, core area is complex and lacking on tmity, continuity o.e, tune ts

missing/ broken

' Main Street building-back Side
nd continuity)Main street buildings (has unique a

tfUtess®”-
Ihoppingcompiexand surrounding

i

Syviewfrornoutside

FiSure 4.32: Unity of whole, Source: Author
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ffrtural beauty at all scales

Opportunities: Beauty of the town is completely 

harnessed with the view of natur 

elements

Constrains: Aesthetic aspects 

not applied, view lines are blocked, and level chan

on the natural settings, any site can be
o. topography elevation, and clouds

are special natural

are seconded before functional requirements, landscaping is

ges are not properly used
Aesthetic quality: Natural beauty at all scales

City in the background of nature

wmm
surrounding city within nature

Housing with landscape Church with land scape

Figure 4.33: Natural beauty at all scale, Source: Author 

Size and scale

Overall form and scale
Opportunities: Small in scale but includes multiple activities, city within a walkable scale, 

even the city is linear the core area is centered, steps- access by foot, better to eliminate

vehicles, curvy/ indirect access for vehicles, direct access for pedestrian
due to topography- integrating activities are difficult,

development, not in an applicable geometry/ informal layout of spaces,
Constrains: Linear development - 

limited flat land for
congested/ vertical development - inappropriate scale

Topography: Comparable overall form and scale.

St. Andrews' Church
Play ground

Kyi
lowurfowi

/
/■d /

\

t
-i iled by Author, Base map from Suvey

; Images and comp
Figure 4.34: Overall form and scale, Source 

Department of Sri Lanka. 49



Fjriitp. limit to expansion

—

space design can go with natural settings, managable scale IandSC3Ping “d °Pe"

Constrains: Inadequate scale or space for ceratin urban activities 

administrative, limitation for access

The human scale and pedestrian orientation
Opportunities: Best scale within walkable distance, urban activities centered into one core 

area, permiable and accessible scale, braking of geometry gives natural fealing 
Constrains: Railway track separates the city into two pieces, steps, aleways and not in an

adequate scale, high rais builsings goes out of the scale, Public areas: market, play ground, 

bustand, shopping areas, parking- scale must be refined
Size and scale : the human scale and pedestrian orientation,

' bustand, shopping area,
- slope, isolation of activities

Step on commercial area, main street to residential, for a home

Steps for housing, road to higher ground, steps to home

Figure 4.35: Human scale and pedestrian orientation, Source: Author
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4.4 Applicable context responsive desi 

4.4.1 Identification of special hill elements

gn approaches

BaSed on the analysis conducted for Haputale scenic town 

essential to correct match the context of built fo
some elements are identified as

. , , , 0X1 with the htill terrain. Those elements are
th, potential helps to bndge the gap b«wee„ landscape limiwioll „„ „„„

Set of design for Haputale with identified

Identified special elements are listed on table 4.3,
special hill element are given on appendix “C’\

Table 4.3: Identified special hill elements

SpecificationElement
Steps are special city elements for hill towns. They are the shortcuts for
pedestrian movement. Haputale itself has number of steps 
pedestrian access with separate orientation from vehicular access network. 
Steps are not only helps to make pedestrian friendly urban core but also 
help to open views between ribbon development.

to ease

Level changes needs building to building direct access to shorten the 
walking requirement. It helps to improve the functioning of built structures. 
Utilization of upper floor also possible through this kind of linkages.
A building on a slope, between two roads can have two way accesses.
Commercial building can get more benefits on such location. Two way 

help to make more than one ground floor for a single building. 
It can help to connect two part of the town with mutual benefits.-------------
Opening ribbon development will help to provide scenic views, access and
increasing the function of the location. Extending a quality of space by 
opening views, activating dead space like back yard is possible through

avoid' nedestrian vehicle conflict/ to avoid topographical limitations

ES-'=^==~““
»'-»»«*-*■> bymovement berwMn- J end market «. the two

major activespacesitcan be Led by tnnne.» —

SS^ii^1*5^Sr5^^d^®s|Kci‘,1'yl,he slop'used for landscaping; as a stancas^ ^ be by dual puipoSeland between playground and mam r__________________

retaining wall—toTthTscemc beauty of a hilly 
Viewing d»k rfhe^^r of viewing aitea Proper «»

imorovetounEnnrrtodi^JifiP-j^^ maKh me nurh ... .„
the etomge.

Bridging two 
building

Two way 
access on slope

accesses can

Open ribbon 
development

Overpass
Bridge

and ease pedestrian
Tunnel

structures can be
Retaining wall

Viewing deck
environment with its

Materials and
texture I surroundings.
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of the town.
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Figure 4.36: Special elements, Source: Sketches by Author, Images from 
abollendesign.blogspot.com, www.grassligroup.com,frontporchcocktails.blogspot.com, www.e- 
architect.co.uk, www.urbandesign.org,metrarail.com, www.terracegardens.ca,www.pinterest.com, 
www.lowes.com,www.stubaier-gletscher.com,ny.curbed.com, tnstateparks.com, 
www.archdaily.com,www.houseplans.com,www.houzz.com

4.4.2 Identification of context responsible design approaches

This study had been analyzed based on the finding through the literature review. But

throughout the analysis specific outcome are 
outcomes can be applied for Sri Lanka hill towns except the findings which are specific to the

suitable context responsive design approaches

identified for scenic Haputale town. Most of the

the moststudy area. Following are 

summarized from the study.

space netwoik. ft could be utilized with existing canals and
- Water feature is missing to this

pond to provide added quality
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Land form and 

color, texture and materials
nature must be blended wi

with built environment by proper choice of

- Appropriate opening and views
be brought into dense built fabrics to extend the

quality and function of urban space. 

Different functional spaces need to be well connected by good access and linkages;

- Densities and massing musl consid„ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^
Irregular geometry or organic shape of spaces 

spiritual experience to this town and urban space.

- Isolated urban activities by terrain variation 

connected open space network.

Back space and dead streets can be open and activated by proper opening and views

Land ownership (state owned land- railway, market, playground) can be used to 

reorganized and utilize urban function and quality

Nodes, land marks and elevated location could be improved and public access has to 

be provided to such location to make the space more people friendly and permeable.

- Level different must be harnessed to extent the space vertically.

specifically for pedestrian.

be utilized to bring harmony andcan

could be linked through by well-
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Chapter Five: Conclusion and Recommendations

Haputale scenic 

terrain formation, 

urban form in

town has its own potentials and limitation due to the urban requirement and 

i approaches based onHie character study on the context responsive design

relation to undulated landscape is examined in detail. In the form of hill towns; 

the natural landscape plays the role of shaping the physical 
form,

environment. Overall city shape, 
and assembly of the city elements and their physical properties are examined on human 

scale within the framework of hilly landscape.

Removal ol natural element within the study area shows less response to the environment and 

landlorm. Land ownership especially public land are well.preserved and being identified as 

the fabric ol overall connectivity between urban and open spaces. Steep slope land is still

been preserved from development. Layout of circulation is separately identified for vehicles 

and pedestrian. The circulation network not only links different urban functions but also

guide the orientation and formation of built form according to the terrain formation. Even the 

circulation framework is laid according to the terrain formation it is identified that the town is 
being separated by railway track and level differences. Flat lands on higher elevation

especially commercial areas are highly congested while other public and open spaces are
Development on the peripheral from the town center ispreserved from densification. 

identified on slope land. The town is enriched with vistas and sceneries while ribbon
development blocks such amazing qualities to bring in. The town itsell packed within a 

walkable scale. Built form in terms, scale, texture, color and material are examined. Except 

older buildings; new buildings has conflicting characters with its environment.

Special elements like steps, bridging two buildings, two way accesses for single building, 
breaking ribbon development, overpass bridges, tunnels, dual purpose retaining walls, 

viewing deek and suitable materia, are found to rearrange the built environment in response 

to the context of natural terrain with minimum corrections.

organic shape, andof grid pattern, orientation ol built form i

shows the terrain driven patter of urban form
still the richness of the environment

in an
Irregular geometry, absence . While the town is 

can be

limits the land supply in quantities but provides 

could be examined in qualities

nonlinear pattern of access
the force ol natural settings,developed against 

seen clearly. It is vital that the terrain feature 

amazing qualities by the richness on its own . This urban space
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rather than in quantities. The undulated land fo 

and it helps to generate more functional
activates vertical space in different aspectsrm

spaces in quantities.

Constrains of topography can be turned into scenic 

by respect the terrain i 

layout of circulation.

opportunities. It could be achieved only 
in sensitive settings, overall form and scale, distribution of densities
A context responsive design approach will help to multiply the quality 

of urban space while help to protect the nature of terrain

and

to generate better livable
environment.
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Appendix A: Detail of the site elements- Photographic survey
i- Playground

lw‘id/^iTComp^' 8- New Vegetable Market 9- Civic |.
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j:
5a- Commercial area 'A'2- Market 5b- Commercial area 'B'

p/,~ IQ I
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Figure A.l: Site photographs, Source: Author
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Appendix B: Transportation facilities
Available bus routes

Available bus routes, Source: Compiled byTable B.l:
author

Via Haputale 
Badulla - Colombo 
Panadura - Badulla 
Aluthgama - Bandarawela 
Negombo-Badulla 
Bandarawela — Wellawaya 
Banadarawela — Balangoda 
Bandarawela — Kirawanagama

To/From Haputale 
Haputale - Welimada 
Haputale-Nuwara Eliya 
Haputale - Bandarawela 
Haputale - Dambetenna 
Haputale - Idalgashinna 
Haputale -Beragala 
Haputale - Kirawanagama 
Haputale - Yahlabedda — Bandarawela 
Haputale -Diyatalawa 
Haputale-Boova 
Haputale - Aiththamallae

Railway timetable

Table B.2: Railway timetable, Source:
http://www.eservices.railway.gov.lk/schedule/searchTrain.action?Iang=en

07:45 am long 
distance

10:25am long 
distance

12:00pm long 
distance

02:25pm 
long distance

08:22pm long 
distance

Departure 07:45 am 10:25am 12:00pm 2:25pm 08:22pm
Destination 03:27 pm 06:57pm 08:53 pm 10: 45pm 05:15am

ColomboRuns to Colombo Colombo Kandy Colombo
DailyAvailability Daily Daily Daily Daily

Type of train Long Distance Long Distance Long Distance Long DistanceMix
10061016 1008Train

Number
1596 1046

http://www.eservices.railway.gov.lk/schedule/searchTrain.action?Iang=en


Appendix C: Special hill elements
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Figure C.l: Special hill elements, Source: Sketches by Author
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